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Professors from multiple academic
departments last night teamed up to hold
a dialogue on the rapidly unfolding Arab
uprising in the Middle East and North
Africa, addressing the causes and possible
outcomes of the unprecedented revolutions in the region.
The departments of political science,
economics and sociology, along with the
Fares Center for Eastern Mediterranean
Studies and the International Relations
Program, sponsored a panel discussion
about the various uprisings, which began
in Tunisia earlier this year and have since
spread to Egypt, Libya, Yemen and many
other strategically significant countries in
the Middle East.
Professor of Political Science Robert
Devigne opened the panel with a comparison between today’s Middle East and
Europe in 1848, a time when people began
to challenge authoritarian regimes and
revolted in the streets of Paris and Rome.
Devigne, who is the chair of the department, noted the differences between 1848
Europe and 2011 Middle East, referring to
the former as “the turning point of history
that didn’t turn.”
“While on the one hand it was a widespread revolt, it was marked by not a
single success,” he said.
Entrenched authoritarian regimes in

Europe at the time were insistent on a topdown approach to change, Devigne said,
while the public revolt against them was
ultimately divided by ideology. The two factors resulted in the revolts’ failure, he said.
“It took 50 to 70 years just to get a section, a significant section of political parties who were not committed to liberalism
as their end goal,” he said. “Even then, a
significant section — the communist section — stayed outside of it.”
While 1848 was not a year of political reform, it did spark an era of liberalization in Europe, Devigne said, and
resulted in major shifts in the balance of
power that could not have been predicted
beforehand. The revolution in Egypt demonstrated a similar shift, though it will
require more than a public uprising to
remain long-lasting, he said.
“I would argue that when the public
enters the political stage ... it will require
some type of consolidation and creation of
new centralized forms of political power,”
Devigne said, referring to the recent revolution in Egypt.
Associate Professor of Political
Science Malik Mufti spoke on the variables
that will play into the next stage of the Arab
revolutions, saying the uprisings illustrated
a democratic rhetoric new to the region.
In addition to the importance of the
recent popular demand for democracy
see UPRISING, page 2
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Students protest NQR’s
end with ResQuad run
by

Laina Piera and Ellen Kan
Daily Editorial Board

Dozens of students last night engaged
in a partially nude run around the Res
Quad in a peaceful, sober protest against
University President Lawrence Bacow’s
decision to end the annual Naked Quad

Run (NQR), typically held in mid-December to celebrate the end of classes.
The students, brought together by texts,
e-mails and Facebook event messages circulated throughout the day, were cheered
on by clothed bystanders. Most particisee NQR, page 2
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Dozens of students last night participated in a partially nude run in a protest of the cancellation of NQR.

After DADT repeal, Harvard extends Engineering professor
official recognition to naval ROTC
delivers TED talk
by

Michael Del Moro

by

Daily Editorial Board

Harvard University earlier
this month agreed to officially
recognize the Reserve Officers’
Training Corps (ROTC) on its
campus for the first time since
the Vietnam War era in response
to the government’s repeal of
the military’s “don’t ask, don’t
tell” (DADT) policy.
Harvard University President
Drew Faust signed an agreement on March 4 with Navy
Secretary Ray Mabus to extend
recognition to the group, after
a long disconnect between
Harvard and the military dating
back to the 1960s.
The pact provides official recognition for the naval
branch of the ROTC (NROTC),
but is symbolic of the improved
relationship between Harvard
and the military.
Though students at Harvard
had been allowed to participate in the program in the
past, alumni donations, rather than the university, previously funded Harvard’s ROTC
branch, according to Dean of
Academic Affairs for Arts and
Sciences James Glaser, who
serves as Tufts’ ROTC representative on campus.
The university now will directly support the ROTC program
see ROTC, page 2
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Tufts ROTC cadets take a number of classes at MIT, a practice which
Harvard embraced this month when it decided to officially recognize naval
ROTC in response to the federal repeal of DADT.

Inside this issue

Professor
Fiorenzo
Omenetto of the Department of
Biomedical Engineering (BME)
joined some of the world’s
foremost leaders and thinkers
at the TED2011 conference,
presenting his research developing new applications for silk
technology.
The
Te c h n o l o g y,
Entertainment and Design
(TED) conference is an annual four-day event that brings
together a world-class roster of
speakers, ranging from scientists to musicians to CEOs, to
share their insight in their fields
of expertise. This year’s conference, themed “The Rediscovery
of Wonder,” was held in Long
Beach, Calif., between Feb. 28
and March 4.
Omenetto delivered a
10-minute talk on the program’s third day during a
session titled “Threads of
Discovery” about his work on
the uses of silk.
“I gave an overview of the
whole technology, from optics
to medicine to implantable
devices to cups that you can
throw away that degrade,”
Omenetto said.
Much of Omenetto’s work
involves using silk to study
biophotonics — or the study
of biological items and pho-

ton particles — and optics,
according to senior Mark
Brenckle, one of Omenetto’s
advisees.
“It’s mixing light with silk to
do cool things, as well as with
electronics,” Brenckle said.
“The silk allows these optical
devices and electromagnetic
devices to be implanted. It
gives them a higher degree of
utility than they would otherwise have, and it helps them
to be more useful for medical
applications.”
During his talk, Omenetto
showed demonstrations of
this technology to the audience, including pointing a
laser pointer through a small
square of pure silk that projected “TED” onto the wall.
This technology is called a
“diffractive optical element,”
according to Brenckle.
“What it does is it creates
interference between the light
beam and itself, so where
there’s interference you get
black, and where there’s no
interference you get laser,”
Brenckle said.
Omenetto performs much
of his research alongside BME
Department Chair Professor
David Kaplan, who began
working on reverse engineering silk 25 years ago, according to Omenetto.
see OMENETTO, page 2
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Cadets welcome Harvard’s official
recognition of ROTC program
ROTC

continued from page 1

and allow students to attend classes at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), something that Tufts has done all
along, Glaser said.
“Here at Tufts, we pay a fee to MIT so
that our students can participate. We
help pay for the overhead and the salaries and such with our own university
monies,” he said. “So basically Harvard is
now going to be doing what we’re doing,
which is officially sponsoring ROTC.”
Harvard’s refusal to officially recognize ROTC in the past mimics policies
at other peer institutions that have
used nondiscrimination clauses in
their respective constitutions to justify
denying ROTC’s official sponsorship
for years.
Glaser had personal reservations
about Harvard’s previous policy, saying
that while it was justified, it inhibited
students from pursuing military service.
“I’m delighted that DADT has now
gone away. I think that’s the right decision, and I’m very happy about it because
I think that it was discriminatory,” Glaser
said. “On the other hand, I have a lot of
respect for the military and the students
who wish to serve in the military. … I
think that the military has a lot of opportunities and has been a vehicle for social
and racial progress in this country.”
Senior Tomoaki Takaki, an ROTC cadet
at Tufts, is happy with the new arrangement at Harvard.
“It’s always nice to see that schools
are appreciating the value of ROTC in
general,” Takaki said. “It’s bringing up
a discussion about military service at
these universities.”
Harvard ROTC cadet Christopher
Higgins, a senior, said the university’s
previous lack of official sponsorship of
ROTC wasn’t representative of the historical connection between Harvard’s
students and the military.
“It was just a really unfortunate circumstance,” Higgins told the Daily.
“Harvard has a tradition of sending

sons and daughters off to fight the
nation’s wars … but unfortunately the
politics of the last 40 years have created this unnecessary gap between
Harvard and the military. Thankfully,
that’s all in the past, and that tradition
is being restored.”
Glaser and Takaki agreed that centralizing ROTC academic classes at
MIT while keeping the majority of the
physical training aspect of the program
at Tufts continues to be a sensible
practice.
“The military wants to consolidate
all the schools in one place — it is
their decision to do it that way,” Glaser
said. “It doesn’t make sense to have
small units on every little campus in the
Boston area.”
The arrangement, Takaki said, brings
together ROTC students from across
universities.
“Obviously, it would be easier if there
was something at Tufts, but I actually
like it the way it is because it gives us
the chance to interact with people from
Harvard, MIT and Lesley,” he said.
Higgins said Harvard’s decision marks
a significant symbolic change.
“The big challenge is getting more
Harvard students to choose the military,” Higgins said, pointing out that just
three members of his class are going into
active service.
According to Higgins, hundreds of
Harvard graduates per year used to go
into the armed services, and Harvard has
the most recipients of the Congressional
Medal of Honor.
“We [have] to restore that. That’s really
the next challenge,” Higgins said.
Takaki said the politics surrounding
DADT have not affected the level of
respect he receives at Tufts.
“Even if they’ve had other views, I’ve
only ever gotten polite respect from the
university as a whole,” Takaki said. “A lot
of times the maintenance staff would
stop me tell me stories about how they’re
connected to the military. I’ve just found
it’s a really great community.”
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Tufts professor presents silk
research at TED2011 conference

OMENETTO

continued from page 1

“We started working together by
chance, and then we opened a whole
new set of applications for silk,”
Omenetto said.
Omenetto said that the nature of his
work is complicated, making his TED
talk particularly challenging given its
time constraints.
“It was the hardest talk I’ve ever
given, especially because the things
that we do are a platform technology,”
he said. “It’s not one specific application, so it’s hard to summarize the
whole breadth of the silk in 10 minutes. … It was a total rush. It walked
the fine line between incredibly exciting and incredibly terrifying.”
TED Talks are traditionally 18 minutes long, but misinformed, Omenetto
prepared to give an eight-minute
speech. “We compromised for ten and
a half,” he said.
Video of the TED2011 conference
will be posted online at an unconfirmed date.
Professor of Philosophy Daniel
Dennett, who has given four TED
talks in the past, also attended this
year’s conference, although he did
not deliver a speech, according to
Omenetto.
Lauren Klinker, a junior who works
in Omenetto’s lab, says his invitation
to speak at the TED conference is a
testament to his dedication to the
subject.
“He’s truly passionate about what
he does,” Klinker said. “He has so
many cool ideas and so many cool
concepts. There really is no end to
the possibilities that he thinks of with
silk and optics. You can feel his passion and excitement for what he does
when you talk to him, and that really
shows in his work.”
Omenetto said that despite the difficulties he encountered, he had a
positive experience at the conference.
“It was fantastic,” he said. “They try

Courtesy Fiorenzo Omenetto

Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Fiorenzo Omenetto spoke at the 2011 TED
conference about silk technology.
to propagate the message of thinking
big and being unafraid of big ideas
and big endeavors.”
This year’s conference showcased
several high-profile speakers, including Bill Gates and New York Times
columnist David Brooks, which
Omenetto said made the experience
an unforgettable one.
“There’s a bunch of incredible special moments that you get out of that
conference that range from having
a live feed from the International
Space Station to having the Google
executive that pretty much started
the revolution in Egypt have a piece
on stage via live feed,” he said. “It’s
all very intertwined, and I think very
stimulating. In the end, it’s like a sensory overload. It kind of gets to be too
much, but it’s cool.”

Senate, Programming Board announce they
will collect proposals for NQR replacement
NQR

continued from page 1
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Panelists last night discussed various aspects of recent democratic
uprisings across the Middle East.

Professors discuss Middle East
uprisings in historical context
UPRISING

continued from page 1

in the Arab world, the role of
religion cannot be ignored, Mufti
said, citing Egypt as a specific
example of the complicated relation between the two.
“Islamists will continue to be
the main opposition force in
all of these countries,” he said.
“Every successful opposition
movement in the Arab world will
have it. Some of these will stay on
the democratic path, others may
not and that variation is important as well.”
Despite a few “hiccups,”
Mufti added, the new Egyptian
leadership will eventually be
integrated into the international system.
Assistant Professor of Political
Science Oxana Shevel drew comparisons between the Arab uprisings and the 1989 revolutions
in Eastern Europe, saying both
were characterized by a “snowballing” effect.
“Most obviously, events in
Eastern Europe show us how
long-established authoritar-

ian regimes can collapse quite
quickly,” Shevel said.
Shevel cautioned that despite
these comparisons, liberal
democracy is not now, at least
in the short term, a guarantee
in the Middle East because of
the spontaneous and disorganized nature of the revolts.
Professor of Economics
Enrico Spolaore, who is also
the department chair, examined the economic causes of
the uprisings. He specifically
cited the relatively low income
per capita of Arab states like
Tunisia and Egypt — where dictators were ousted fairly quickly
by protests — and high youth
unemployment rates across the
Arab world.
Assistant
Professor
of
Sociology Ryan Centner discussed the urban planning and
social factors that contributed
to the successful revolutions in
Egypt and Tunisia. He emphasized that accessibility to large
public spaces was in both countries a factor contributing to the
success of the protests.

pants were not nude upon arrival at the Res Quad, but many
shed their clothes when they
saw that the Tufts University
Police Department (TUPD) officers at the run were remaining
inside their squad cars.
Participants and onlookers called the impromptu run
a show of dissent against the
administration’s decision to
cancel NQR because of safety
concerns.
“I feel like this proves that
they can’t stop it. It’s going to
happen next year. You’re going
get more people than this, especially after people realize that
nothing happened to anybody
who ran tonight,” one freshman
male runner, who preferred to
remain anonymous, said.
Sophomore Howie Levine,
who did not participate in the
run but came to the Res Quad
last night to ensure there was
an impartial witness to the run,
said he was impressed with the
TUPD’s restraint.
“They decided not to arrest
people and people protested
without drinking and did a pretty responsible job of it,” he said.
“I respect the protests, and I
respect TUPD for it.”
The runners stopped after
twenty minutes and the Res Quad
was deserted by 10:30 p.m.
Programming Board and
the Tufts Community Union
(TCU) Senate yesterday issued
an e-mail to the student body
announcing a contest to create
a replacement event for NQR.
Programming Board Chair
Sarah Habib and TCU President

Sam Wallis sent the e-mail on
behalf of their respective organizations, saying they hope
to foster a new tradition to
replace NQR.
Students have until April 1 to
submit their proposals, which
will then be judged by a group
of students chaired by Wallis
and Habib.
Wallis and Habib, both
seniors, emphasized that they
want the student body to take
the lead in conceiving this
new event.
“There are so many creative
people on this campus; let’s put
our heads together and come
up with something new,” Habib
said. “Traditions are made everyday … we can create an event
that strikes a balance between
safety and students’ morale.”
Wallis hopes that this will be a
unifying process.
“This allows us the opportunity to engage alumni who were
here and had other traditions,
which may have died; we’ll look
at some of those,” Wallis said.
“We want to tie the community
together with a new replacement, rather than split us up
into different groups, and come
to a nice consensus at the end.”
Wallis stressed that the organizers had no preconceived
notion of what the replacement
event would entail, although
criteria like creativity, viability
and the embrace of school spirit
and tradition would come into
play.
Habib cited examples like a
winter carnival or concert as
possible options but similarly
emphasized that the organizers
wanted to hear from students.

She added, before the protest
run, that she preferred students
to concentrate on a constructive solution in wake of NQR’s
cancellation.
“I don’t think it’s representative of the entire student body,”
Habib said. “I understand why
students are upset; I’m right
there with them. But personally,
I think the best solution to the
problem is not to protest, but
use that energy to move forward and come up with a new
event.”
Wallis is confident that the
replacement event will take hold
as a new component of the Tufts
experience, adding that events
like Fall Ball and Winter Bash
had been created in a similar
fashion.
Habib said that with the right
support, a new event would
take root.
“I think that if we are committed to putting resources behind
the event, it will still exist five
years from now,” she said.
The organizers plan to
announce the winning event
proposal by the end of the
semester at a celebration in
Hotung Café. The winners will
receive an Apple iPad.
Both Wallis and Habib expect
to receive a significant number of proposals and said that
response to the competition has
been positive so far.
See page 3 for student
reactions to NQR’s cancellation
See Jumbo Slice at
blogs.tuftsdaily.com
for more coverage
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Cookie bars become campus culinary marvel
Coconut treat benefiting charity is popular among many students
by

Emma Goldstein

Contributing Writer

Sophomore Josephine Herman scanned
the library and stealthily uncovered a recycled bag of six crumbled magic cookie bars.
The four girls sitting at her table all reached
for the broken pieces. Herman does not
normally eat desserts — but magic cookie
bars are an exception. Though her love for
the chewy sweet has only prompted dining
hall theft on that single occasion, the bars
are Herman’s Achilles’ heel.
They aren’t exactly diet food, as they
are comprised of butter, graham crackers, coconut, chocolate and sweetened
condensed milk, but that doesn’t stop
Herman.
“When there are magic bars, I’ll eat
four,” she said.
Herman’s love for the treat is not uncommon within the Tufts community. According
to Director of Dining and Business Services
Patti Klos, Tufts Dining Services doubled
its original order of 50 trays to 100 after
demand far outstripped supply.
Zachary Michel, a freshman, fondly
remembers his first encounter with the
delicacy earlier this semester.
“I think I had them on a Thursday night,”
he said. “It was choosing between magic
cookie bars and a Thursday sundae and I
went with the magic cookie bars and it was
totally worth it.”
Michel estimates that he keeps four or
five bars in his room at any given time to
offer to guests. He gets them from both
Dewick and Hodgdon, but prefers Dewick
bars, noting that the crumb is more consistent. Though he likes to keep a constant
supply, Michel usually only takes two to
three bars at a time.
“I don’t want to be too obvious,”
Michel said.
The magic cookie bars may be tough on
waistlines but the treat benefits a charitable
cause. The bars are a product of the Fresh
Roots Culinary Program of the United
Teen Equality Center (UTEC). Fresh Roots
offers skill development and community
building through UTEC, which works with
high-risk youth in Lowell, Mass. The sale
of the baked goods, which are delivered
to Tufts on Friday mornings, helps the
program offset a stipend awarded to teen
participants.
“For them to make positive life choices,
they also need some money in their pock-

“

meredith klein/Tufts Daily

Magic cookie bars have developed a cult following among the Tufts community.
et,” Derek Mitchell, the workforce development director at UTEC, said.
Tufts Dining Services forged their original connection with the UTEC program
at this fall’s weekly on-campus farmers’
market. UTEC partners with the New
Entry Sustainable Farming Project of the
Friedman School of Nutrition Science and
Policy, and helped run the farmers’ market
on the Medford-Somerville campus.
Junior Charley Teng feels a fervent passion for the baked good. This past Sunday,
Teng spotted a tray of the treat being sliced
at brunch in Dewick. While they were not
yet available for consumption, Teng specially requested a clandestine early sample.
After a brief debate, the Dewick worker
acquiesced. Teng describes magic cookie
bars, which he discovered last semester, as
his “favorite dessert ever.”
“I’m a big pastry person, but [magic cookie
bars] stand out,” he said. “If someone offered
me them, I would never turn them down.”
Klos agrees that the treats are top notch,
but is taken aback by the cult following
they seem to be inspiring.
“We do know that students love sweets
and these are really delicious,” Klos said.
“We are a little surprised at how much [students] like them.”
From what Trish O’Brien, a customer
service assistant and cashier at Hodgdon
Good-to-Go, has witnessed, some students

are practically developing an addiction to
the sugary vice.
“A couple people have come in and
bought ten at a time,” O’Brien said. “They
really like them, [and] they don’t even know
what’s in them.”
O’Brien noted that the magic cookie bars
are actually not a completely new item,
adding an additional level of uncertainty
as to why they’ve suddenly acquired popularity. Dining Services previously served
a seven-layer dessert that was similar to
the current treats. (O’Brien said that she
actually preferred the original item better
because it contained nuts.)
Immacula Desroses, another customer
service assistant at Hodgdon, cuts the trays
of cookie bars each morning. She puts out
two trays each day and, once in a blue
moon, she’ll put out four based on popular
demand, she said.
“They do go fast,” Desroses said. “A lot of
people go for them.”
The bars, which are now available at
both dining halls, Tower Café, Brown
and Brew, Hodgdon, Hotung and the
Commons, are a success for Dining
Services in multiple ways. The treat satisfies many a student’s sweet tooth and
benefits other teens at UTEC.
“We wanted to keep the students [at
UTEC] engaged throughout the year,” Klos
said. “It was a win on a lot of levels.”

Students respond to NQR’s end

”

Student reactions to University President Lawrence Bacow’s decision to end Naked Quad Run ranged
from outrage to approval, and the Daily was there to hear it all.

“People will find something else to get
dangerously drunk for.”

—sophomore Bretton Cadigan

“While I’m sad that the
event cannot continue, I do
respect President Bacow’s
decision and his reasons
behind it. … What he did
made sense because of the
... obvious dangers.”
—sophomore Joshua Elliott

“I think it’s going to be difficult for
them to completely stop it, especially
since it’s been going on for so long.”
—senior Carla Roberts-Toler

“I think it is the worst thing that happened
at Tufts since the Jumbo burned down.
It’s a tradition that I don’t think the
administration should be interfering with.”

—junior Kelly Moriarty

“It's … killing a part of the
Tufts experience.”
—sophomore Jacob Vlahakis

“I’m not a big fan of NQR, and maybe it’s
time to change the drinking culture.”
—senior Mary Cheng

“People get drunk and
do stupid things anyway.
... It’s only going to get
rid of a really unique and
really great tradition of this
university and take away a
lot of its character.”

Romy Oltuski | The Dilettante

‘ARt’ for
art’s sake

G

iven the amount of chalking on
this campus, and the fact that
it’s 2011, I’m still trying to figure out which of my two most
recent experiments is the more foreign of
the pair among Daily readers — street art
or good, old, traditional dating.
In any case, the two went hand in hand
this week. Our nearby Central Square,
it turns out, is not only the site of The
Middle East and Matt Damon’s origins but
a rich graffiti landscape as well. Modica
Way, better known as The Wall at Central
Square, is the most famed of the layered
murals — spattered with the recognizable
Banksy and Shepard Fairey images amid
a gorgeous neon potpourri of aliens, caricaturized icons and wormy-looking creatures — but the whole neighborhood is
filled with them.
Probably to up his street cred, my date
suggested we do a graffiti tour of the area.
I agreed, on the condition that instead of
just touring, we added our own mark to
the mélange.
Unfortunately, a cop had stationed
himself just off Modica Way, so, neglecting to have looked into the legality of
street art prior to my excursion, I thought
we’d better find another venue for our
own masterpiece. My date had spotted a
site earlier, so we hiked along the side of
the highway and down a dirt-lined staircase to an abandoned railway track on an
abandoned bridge by the Charles. (More
street cred, I guessed.)
Except, for all the abandonment
involved, the spot wasn’t exactly abandoned. The plot of land leading up to the
railway seemed to have been settled by
a gaggle of geese, which wouldn’t have
been too big a problem had the geese not
decided to mobilize every time I took a
step forward. And then be joined by more
geese. And ducks. And pigeons.
It was like crashing a cast reunion
of “The Birds.” And getting stuck being
“it” in their game of Red Light/Green
Light. I took a step back; the phalanx
relaxed. I look a step forward; it was
ready to charge. This dance went on for
what seemed like forever until we finally
managed, crouching and supporting ourselves on branches, to climb around the
birds and make a run for it.
On the bridge at last, we managed to
ditch our avian nemeses, who, save for an
advancing and retreating trio of pigeons,
more or less left us alone once we pulled
out our spray cans. (I resigned myself to
the idea that the street cred might actually be working.) Our venue, at last, was
secured.
Having been inspired by the craftsmanship of Central Square, but lacking
entirely in artistic capabilities, when it
came to our tag, we decided to settle for
something literal and obnoxious rather
than aesthetic — something like “art.” Or
“ARt,” actually. Originally, the lower case
“t” resulted from there not being enough
space on the line, but retrospectively, it
took on an inexplicable and ironic message, which I hear is a pretty fool-proof
M.O. for street artists.
Soon after we had tagged up the bridge
and tracks several times over, we saw the
now-familiar blinking lights of the law
on the highway overhead. Deciding to
put ourselves at the mercy of the birds —
whose respect we seemed to have gained
— rather than potentially angry policemen, we left just as we came, climbing
and crouched, through the army of feathered animals, this time with more speed
and less prudence.
I returned to campus with haste, thankful for my health and my bit of newly
acquired knowledge: One, that there need
not be anything too traditional about traditional dates. And two, that birds don’t
mess with street artists.

—junior Jack Miszencin
—Compiled by the Daily News Department

Romy Oltuski is a senior majoring in
English. She can be reached at Romy.
Oltuski@tufts.edu.
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Restaurant Review

Rialto: Overpriced and underwhelming
by Jon

Cheng

Daily Editorial Board

Who knew that everyday pasta and
pizza could be chic? Eating good Italian
food in Boston is not necessarily limited

Rialto
1 Bennett St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-5050
Price Range ($-$$$$): $$$
to the North End, where oven-baked ziti
is presented in a hot skillet that’s twice as
large as your face, where pizzas slide out
of the oven onto your plate, and where
semi-intoxicated musicians serenade you
with boisterous tunes then field you sympathetic stares to get a few dollars out of
your pocket.
Take a break from the authentic atmosphere and opt for some modern fine-dining Italian venues for Restaurant Week, a
two-week-long promotional event that will
end this Friday. A gourmand’s heaven for

danai macridi/tufts daily

Rialto’s chic decor does little to mask its mediocre fare.
expensive food at a fraction of the price,
Restaurant Week offers a two-course lunch
for $15.11, a three-course lunch for $20.11
and a three-course dinner for $33.11 at
select restaurants.
With literally dozens of options to choose
from, one is spoiled for choice, but the first
picks often come from Boston’s cream of
the crop. Rialto — housed in the historic
Charles Hotel, just minutes away from the
Harvard T stop — holds a spot on the Zagat
list of most popular Boston restaurants,
alongside L’Espalier, No. 9 Park and Oishii,
among others. But does it make the mark?

Album Review

Lupe Fiasco’s latest trades
depth for commercial appeal
by Ian

Donovan

Contributing Writer

Lupe Fiasco is better than this. His debut
album, “Lupe Fiasco’s Food & Liquor”
(2006), is a groundbreaking piece of alter-

Lasers

Lupe Fiasco
Atlantic Records
native hip-hop. Rather than empty boasts
about chains and loose women, his lyrics offer social commentary and creeds
against deadbeat dads. “The Cool” (2007)
mixed these themes with more energetic
beats and a loose overarching story about
the album’s titular character.
In fact, much of Lupe’s appeal lies in two
things: his impeccable delivery — ranging
from Twista-style raps to sung choruses —
and his socially conscious lyrics. The beats
and hooks are always secondary to the
message; this is not to say the songs are
devoid of energy or fun, but there’s defi-

nitely a difference between Mr. Fiasco and
his Top 40 peers. Wiz Khalifa will never
write a song about child soldiers.
So why is Lupe’s most recent effort,
“Lasers,” such a disappointment? Well,
critical acclaim does not always translate
to commercial sales. “The Cool” was certified Gold, while “Food & Liquor” did not
sell well enough to gain such certification.
Atlantic Records, Fiasco’s label, was not
too happy over the lack of returns, and
literally refused to release “Lasers” unless
it was changed to be more commercially
viable. Several songs on the album were
given to Fiasco by Atlantic, their conception dictated by men in suits.
That explains why many of these songs
are shallow shadows of Lupe’s old work.
Gone are the days of two skateboarding lovers being admonished. Gone are
the self-aware nerd culture references.
In their place, we have Trey “With a Z!”
Songz singing his rent-a-Usher heart out
on the embarrassing “Out Of My Head,”
a song that seems to have been thrown
together only to get college girls to make
see FIASCO, page 6

Senior honors thesis ‘Knowing You’ takes the stage

meredith klein/Tufts Daily

‘Knowing You,’ written and directed by Claire Redfield as her senior honors thesis in
drama, tells the story of an American student traveling abroad in South Africa and rediscovering home. It is showing tonight at 8 p.m. in the Balch Arena Theater.

In keeping with the classic-meets-modern image, Chef Jody Adams’ restaurant
fuses bold themes of Siena and Tuscany in
its decor, with semi-opaque sheer curtains,
plush chairs, clean wooden parquet floors,
white window shutters, a white marble
island bar and sleek leather booths. One
of the main dining rooms features a nearly 360-degree view of Harvard Square, so
book early to get a table by the window.
For Restaurant Week, Rialto offers four
dishes to choose from for each course. A
see RIALTO, page 6

TV Review

OC ‘Housewives’
do little more than
bicker in premiere
by

Paul Reilly

Contributing Writer

Boiling out all of the inessential
elements, “The Real Housewives of
Orange County” is about deep tans,

The Real Housewives of
Orange County
Starring Vicki Gunvalson,
Gretchen Rossi, Alexis
Bellino, Tamra Barney
Airs Sundays at 10 p.m.
on Bravo
blonde hair and fake boobs. Though
it flirts occasionally with brunettes, it
maintains this central concept through
its sixth-season premiere. All the necessary qualities are there, tan lines and
all, but someone forgot one key ingredient: making it worthwhile.
“The Real Housewives of Orange
County,” the flagship series of Bravo’s
“Real Housewives…” cottage industry, requires a captive audience for 43
grueling minutes. At face value, each
housewife possesses little more personality than her physical characteristics
afford her — and since each housewife
has virtually identical defining features,
things get confusing after a while.
A little bit of background may help:
After five seasons, it turns out that the
housewives do have some personality, albeit limited and far from admirable. Victoria “Vicki” Gunvalson, the
sole survivor from the first season, and
Alexis Bellino are content to live the
lives of one-note characters. Vicki is
an arrogant workaholic, and Alexis is
a God-fearing housewife. The two do
not get along one bit.
The other two housewives from past
seasons, Gretchen Rossi and Tamra
Barney, have the deepest tans and
blondest hair of them all, along with
a boiling history that explodes when
touched. Tamra has the nasty habit of
blaming her nasty habits on her failed
marriage, citing her negative husband
as the source of all her many past dramas. The brunt of these dramas had
fallen on Gretchen in prior seasons,
see HOUSEWIVES, page 6

Madeline Hall |
The Tasteful and the Tasteless

Sheen
without
the gloss

I

write this column genuinely torn and
reluctant to continue. There are so many
more worthwhile and pressing topics
that deserve the attention of exerted
brain power. For example, the difficulty of
rebuilding post-disaster Japan, the continuing struggle of rampant childhood obesity, and even the discussion of what my
roommate’s next-day outfit will be all warrant more time and consideration than this
week’s topic. In light of my self-disgust, it
must be unclear as to why I even decided
to write on such a worthless issue, then. To
that, I can only say this: I give the readers
what they want, and all anyone ever wants
is to win.
I’m talking about Charlie Sheen, of course,
and his newfound “winning” streak that
seems to be ensuring the loss of his mind.
As a celebrity long-plagued by drug abuse
and emotional instability, Sheen recently
checked himself into voluntary drug rehabilitation after a serious hospitalization.
Found in poor condition amid evidence of
“tennis ball-sized” amounts of cocaine and
various call girls, Sheen’s hospital trip and
subsequent stint in rehab has precipitated
a series of outrageous video proclamations,
tweets and press events that document his
deranged spiral into complete emotional
disrepair. The phrase “train wreck” comes
to mind, but I’m afraid that’s far too cliché.
Try “Hindenburg explosion.”
I always have to marvel at the seemingly
impossible phenomenon of a star’s simultaneous disintegration and ascension in
the world. Charlie Sheen is ushered from
his home in a drug-induced stupor, and
he becomes the single most-talked-about
individual in most media circles. Though
I have never been in such a situation as
Sheen’s, my less-graceful and less-tasteful
moments in life are rarely rewarded with
fascinated attention. There’s a lot of general
ridicule involved, and a distinct loss of selfrespect, but ABC normally doesn’t schedule
an interview with me, not even once.
Sheen puts us all in a strange position
emotionally. Watching at a safe distance,
we can laugh at his antics with a sense of
relief. Simultaneously, we feel compelled to
pity a life so torn apart by his hell-bent selfdestruction. All we can really do is shrug
in the face of this conundrum, though,
because honestly, how does a human being
respond to the assertion made so sincerely
by Sheen that “Phones were built by trolls?”
One could cry with bewilderment, stare
blankly with disbelief, or immediately call
up the AT&T trolls to complain about one’s
malfunctioning iPhone.
We respond in all of these manners, but in
so doing we also acknowledge a need to pay
attention to Charlie Sheen in the first place.
Does this not seem like madness itself? Even
writing this column, I feel unbearable guilt
for devoting any more time to the matter.
A self-destruction so intently pursued, like
Sheen’s, seems a little less than comical,
even when he promises to write a memoir
called “Apocalypse Me: The Jaws of Life.”
So what is it that draws the American
population to this distinctly tasteless downward spiral? Why are we giving a man who
says he might as well “marry a tree” instead
of a woman any air time? Do we respect
him, despise him or pity him?
It is the instinctual desire to watch the
crash, to become bystanders to tragedy,
to profit from another’s loss that pulls us
irresistibly to the site of Sheen’s demise.
With expiring sanity and a basket of issues
to tote, Charlie Sheen faces a despairing
end to his days. And what’s our response?
“Thank God that’s not me.” It’s a little sick,
and a little tasteless, but incredibly human.
Then again, what do I know? I’m not running on tiger blood, and am therefore an
incredibly inferior human being.

Madeline Hall is a sophomore who has not
yet declared a major. She can be reached at
Madeline.Hall@tufts.edu.
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Rialto menu tasty but inconsistent
RIALTO

continued from page 5

small salad of hearty greens has a mixture of crisp and peppery leaves, lightly
dressed by a sherry maple vinaigrette
that packs less punch than an olive
oil and lemon vinaigrette. The subtle
acidity, however, is refreshing. There
are medjool dates, dizzyingly sweet and
rich, that dictate the “hearty” factor of
the salad, while some flavorful yet subtle shavings of Pecorino Romano give it
a dreamy robustness.
Such a deceptively simple salad is
evidence of the fresh, exotic ingredients
Rialto prides itself on using. Cured ham,
for example, is flown in from La Quercia.
It is smokier than your average Parma
ham variety and is served alongside delicately grilled asparagus, salsa verde and
aged goat cheese.
Adams accomplishes a similar feat
in using fresh ingredients with a simple
“early spring” minestrone. Eschewing the
common elements of a heavy tomatobased stew, the minestrone only needs
light pesto, some beans and a sprinkling of toasted pine nuts for texture.
Otherwise, the basic elements remain:
onions, carrots, celery and other basic
vegetables diced so precisely and uniformly that they put some Japanese
sushi-masters to shame.
Served either alongside or before
the appetizers is a basket of bread, tall
enough to induce awkward conversation
exchanges. The fare is normal: generic
breadsticks and pieces of hard-rolls that
might require some finger exercises to pry
open. Where are the bread plates? We’re
back in Italy again, forced to consume
the bread and drop crumbs on the table
as though it’s a kindergarten art project.
Nevertheless, the accompanying extravirgin olive oil and mound of sea salt on
the side are nice additions.
One might want to stock up on bread, as
the main courses follow the sophisticated
big plate, small food trend. Don’t ask for
a second helping of “floppy” tomato lasagna, either. Ricotta and béchamel flank
layers of the lasagna, but the tomato ele-

ment remains a mystery, and the pasta
lacks flavor. It is served with an artful paint
of basil emulsion — peppery, garlicky and
almost addictive — but even that can’t
save a dish that’s the size of a mouse.
Avoid the sloppy travesty and opt
instead for the lamb leg, perfectly roasted
and justifiably pink and tender without
being gamey. Peas come in the form of a
bright green puree, strained to perfection,
and complement the meat much better than the usual mint-rosemary relish,
as do the “grains of paradise”: pancetta
crumbs that crackle faintly and are reminiscent of those salty, preservative-filled
condiments. Pity, though, that the baked
baby potatoes bear similarities to the dining-hall variety: balls of bland starch that
add unnecessary inches to the circumference of one’s thighs. At least the raw side
of mache salad and enoki mushrooms
will alleviate those nutritional worries.
Desserts fare better, but sweetness is,
after all, a virtue. A macadamia caramel
tart, for example, tests the limits of how
much sugar one can take. Nothing about
it screams innovation, but the crust is
beautifully crisp, and the banana rum
sauce warm and heavenly. Share another
comforting dish of chocolate torta, a rich,
bittersweet slice of decadence. Adams
does not hold back on the guilt-filled
calories associated with the dish, as it’s
offered with espresso “bombolini”: sugary, mini doughnuts that are more pillowsoft than Dunkin’ Donuts’ Munchkins.
Dieting? There’s always the “healthy”
dessert selection, which in this case comes
in the form of a pineapple and coconut sorbet: cool, refreshing and tangy.
However, the fruits appear a few hours
past their frozen prime and are congealed
into spherical rocks, which are almost as
hard as the accompanying tuile of toasted
coconut biscuit.
At most fine-dining establishments,
striving for perfection usually results in a
successful achievement, but not so much
at Rialto. Spend your $40 elsewhere, or if
you’re already in the vicinity of Harvard,
ten cups of drinking chocolate from L.A.
Burdick should fill you up as nicely.
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New ‘Housewives’ season slow, dry
HOUSEWIVES

continued from page 5

who — depending on who you ask — is
either a gold digger or an upbeat entrepreneur with a heart of gold.
Now that Tamra has left her husband in
the dust, she’s ready to rid her life of the
evil spirits that plagued her past and make
amends with all the housewives, especially
Gretchen. How can she undo her years of
gossip and shed her reputation as “the evil
one”? Naturally, she must throw a party.
This party is the centerpiece of the season
premiere, titled “Amped Blondes and Evil
Eyes,” and is used as a vehicle to stretch the
central conflict between Gretchen and Tamra
paper-thin. Tamra muses about repairing her
relationship with Gretchen when she invites
her to the party. Gretchen plots to get back at
Tamra while getting ready for the party. She
drinks and talks about her plotting on the
way to the party, and she drinks and plots
even more once she is at the party.
When she finally gets her revenge, the payoff is less than satisfying: She puts on a glitzy
rhinestone hat and gives Tamra a literal evil
eye. Everyone is shocked and appalled. She
leaves, triumphant. Curtain.
To be successful in the field of self-aware
trashy television, the drama at the center of
a show must be compelling and quick. The
battle between Gretchen and Tamra fails to
succeed on these levels; it hits bottom when
Gretchen accuses Tamra of “trying to steal her
assistant [Shawna]” when leaving the party,
a statement that treats Shawna, Gretchen’s
so-called best friend, as little more than an
object. Shawna is visibly uncomfortable while

Gretchen raves on, looking like little more than
a drunken, empty shell of a deeply tanned,
blonde haired, fake-boobed human being.
The Gretchen vs. Tamra earthquake didn’t
sink the whole show, however. It found limited
success when it diverted from the main plot,
taking a look into the personal lives of Vicki
and Alexis. These diversions were rife with
unintentionally hilarious moments, such as
Alexis complaining about switching from two
nannies to one, forcing her to care for her children on Sundays, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
An earlier moment found Vicki trying to
move a couch with her on-again off-again
husband Donn, resulting in biting irony,
unmitigated animosity and a twist of humor
that perfectly encapsulated the show’s mixture of tone-deaf materialism and emotional stagnation.
Fleeting segments like these are guiltypleasure entertainment at its finest, but are
regrettably stacked toward the start of the
episode, leaving the second half to spiral into
nonstop tedium.
As an introduction to the new season,
“Amped Blondes and Evil Eyes” is an hour
of TV that runs on empty. On a larger scale,
though, there is promise in the show’s
future: There are two new housewives who
haven’t even been properly introduced yet.
Fernanda, the spicy Brazilian with only
sort-of-blonde hair, has some potential as
a funny, drama-free cohort of Tamra, while
the gun-toting Peggy has been hinted at in
coming attractions.
If the show remains as slow and dry as the
premiere, however, all glimmers of hope are
as real as Gretchen’s boobs.

‘Lasers’ unfortunately stands as
Lupe Fiasco’s worst album
FIASCO

continued from page 5

mistakes. Admittedly, “The Cool” has the
occasional simpler song, but “Lasers” is
orders of magnitude worse.
That train wreck only loses the race to
the bottom to “I Don’t Wanna Care Right
Now,” where Lupe raps over a beat that
even Flo Rida would dismiss as too synthetic. “And the flow tight/ Skinny jeans,
skinny jeans,” Fiasco raps — this from a
man who at one time opened his albums
with spoken-word interludes about tragedy in the ghetto.
The sad irony of all this is that Lupe used
to mock this very type of mass-appeal,
soulless tune crafting. “Dumb It Down”
from “The Cool” was entirely about how
his peers aimed for the lowest common
denominator to sell records. Even on “Out
Of My Head,” Lupe seems to acknowledge
his marked change in style: “Everything
hooks/ … / I need you to sing that single
again/ Play the video I seen you up in.”
“State Run Radio,” a searing attack on the
American media, includes the lines, “Not
too smart, you will be a super star/ And
if you’re dumb or something, maybe you
could be number one.”
It’s this tenacity — this effort to make
these songs more biting — that ultimately
saves the record from the depths of the forgotten. “Words I Never Said” is a sonic twin
to Eminem’s “Love the Way You Lie” (2010).
Both share the same producer, Alex Da Kid,
and Skylar Grey (who is featured on Lupe’s

track) wrote the choruses of both songs.
Fiasco stomps on an overly-synthesized,
boom-bap beat and uses his very first verse
to attack the War on Terror, the American
educational system and Barack Obama’s
silence over the Gaza Strip bombings, proving he hasn’t entirely lost his edge.
The better songs on “Lasers” stand as
some of Fiasco’s best work. “Till I Get
There,” with its jangly piano foundation,
is a highlight. “The Show Goes On,” the
record’s first single and thematic sibling
to “Till I Get There,” is another solid song
about believing in oneself. These tracks
are wonderful examples of Lupe’s message
and Atlantic’s commercialization finding a
happy medium, and they work.
There are also two songs here with the
emotional depth that Fiasco fans have
come to expect: “Beautiful Lasers” and
“Never Forget You.” In “Beautiful Lasers,”
Lupe invites listeners into his depression
and thoughts of suicide — the second verse
in particular is especially affecting. “Never
Forget You,” with its John Legend-sung
chorus, is a wonderful closer to the album
as Lupe remembers his deceased father.
Taken as a whole, “Lasers” is incredibly tumultuous; the highs soar while the
lows plummet to unlistenable depths.
The infighting between artist and label
harms the album, and it’s unfortunate
to see the result stand as Lupe Fiasco’s
worst record. In the end, the good and
bad sort of cancel each other out and
we’re left with a dose of mediocrity.

Graduating & concerned
about your loans?

A COURSE FOR EVERYONE

Over 250 day and
evening courses to
fit your work or
internship schedule.
Registration
ongoing now

AC;;3@ 
Spring registration stressing you out? Relax.
Summer is just around the corner.

TUFTS SUMMER SESSION 2011
First Session

May 25–July 1, 2011

Second Session

July 5–August 12, 2011

Twelve-Week Session May 25–August 12, 2011

http://ase.tufts.edu/summer

Join the Financial Aid Office and
ASA for:
“Loan Repayment: Know your
Options”
Wednesday, March 30th
12-2pm
Dowling, 745
Please join us for this informative info session presented
by ASA, a nonprofit focused on student financial wellness. Learn about the variety of loan repayment options
& online tools available to you. This is a must-attend
session for graduating students.
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Comics
Crossword

Level: Getting excited for a game announced by Gus Johnson

Monday’s Solution

Monday’s Solution

Late Night at the Daily

Ellen: “Saumya, do you want to go to
the Nude College Greek Athletic Meet?
Saumya: “I went last year.”

Please recycle this Daily.
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Editorial

Time for positive reinforcement in education reform

President Barack Obama yesterday
gave a speech outlining his desire for
education reform at Kenmore Middle
School in Arlington, Va. He announced
his plans to significantly alter the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2001 by changing the criteria for judging schools’ success as well as doing away with the 2014
deadline for academic proficiency.
No Child Left Behind, a legacy of the
Bush administration, has long been
hailed as a flawed policy for improving national education standards,
yet few have taken steps to come
up with an alternative. Obama’s plan
lacks specifics, but his intention to
use positive reinforcement to reward
public schools for their improvements
— rather than threatening the loss of
funding for not meeting test scores —
has the potential to actually improve
education in this country.
No Child Left Behind is a complex law
that essentially forces public schools to
meet a certain threshold when it comes
to standardized testing. Schools unable
to meet this standard are deemed
“underperforming” and can possibly
lose funding.
While the intention is to regulate the
level of education across the country,
the evaluation methods currently used
by the policy are misguided. No Child
Left Behind is essentially based on neg-

ative reinforcement, pressuring public
school administrators with the threat of
loss of funding if their students do not
make the grade. The fear of not meeting the threshold, which is individually
determined by each state, has caused
many schools to become all about the
numbers, caring only that their students pass a standardized test.
Education at its core is not about
getting the best grades or the highest
scores. It is about personal growth
and learning how to deal with real-life
situations in an intelligent manner. Yet
many public schools across the nation
have seemingly turned into factories,
focused only on producing averages
that fall to the right of the national bell
curve. Some high schools that offer
Advanced Placement (AP) courses, for
example, make the AP exams at the
end of the year mandatory, perhaps
seeking some quantitative measure for
their students’ success.
Negative reinforcement detracts from
the purpose of education in the end.
While it will always be necessary for
schools to provide some quantitative
proof that their students are learning
something, threatening to take away
their funding if they fail is not the best
form of motivation. The government
could get far more productive results
through positive reinforcement. By

rewarding the schools that do well and
offering incentives for outstanding faculty members, the government would
still motivate schools to produce good
results without threatening them.
Obama hopes to model his changes
to No Child Left Behind after a program
that does just that: Race to the Top. As
its name implies, Race to the Top awards
funding to states that have high achieving schools, teachers and administrators. It gives schools something to strive
for — as opposed to something to run
from — and provides a better way of
improving educational standards.
Race to the Top is also unique in the
sense that it is not entirely focused on
students, but instead focuses on all
parts of the school, including its staff.
This is essential considering that motivated teachers and competent administrators are necessary for a successful
educational experience.
No Child Left Behind’s fixation on
standardized test scores needs to end,
and reform modeled after the Race to
the Top program offers a promising
way to change the way education is
treated in this country. Positive reinforcement for public schools, in which
funding is awarded based on academic
progress rather than test scores, can
bring about lasting change on a much
broader scale.

tions, including some that are university-sponsored, like senior dinners at
Gifford House (a tradition President
Bacow himself began and that
President-elect Anthony Monaco rightly intends to continue) and candlelight
ceremonies on the Hill at matriculation and commencement. Others, such
as sledding down the President’s Lawn
(although in a post-tray world this
tradition requires a newfound expression of Tufts-style creativity), parading
in the streets after presidential elections and World Series victories, and,
most notably, painting the cannon, are
entirely “spontaneous” — and entirely
student-driven.
During my last week at Tufts, I
painted and guarded the cannon with
a friend who had never painted it
before. We asked every passerby that

night to spray paint his or her initials
on its side. Miraculously, the cannon
stayed painted for commencement, a
brown and blue tribute to the senior
class and the perfect embodiment of
a time-honored Tufts tradition.
I support student-led efforts to “create” or “invent” new traditions, but
as President Bacow’s op-ed suggests,
traditions can be fleeting. The Tufts
community should embrace positive
traditions — whether or not they are
officially sponsored events — that do
not demean Tufts by conflating nudity and alcoholism with “tradition.”
Instead, traditions should celebrate
our shared history and our connections to one another.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
As a recent Tufts alumnus and former Tufts Community Union Senator
who staffed the Naked Quad Run
(NQR) throughout my four years at
Tufts, I applaud University President
Lawrence Bacow’s decision to end NQR
once and for all (“NQR Reconsidered,”
March 14, 2011).
NQR was never — or at least not
in recent years — a “tradition” in the
true sense of the term. Rather, it had
devolved into merely an annual event
whose original meaning has been lost
amid rampant alcohol-related injuries,
serious privacy concerns and a growing hostility between students and
the administration and police officers
whose only job is to protect them.
Tufts has a number of proud tradi-

Sincerely,
Matthew Shapanka, LA ’09

BUSINESS
Benjamin Hubbell-Engler
Executive Business Director
Laura Moreno Advertising Director
Dwijo Goswami Receivables Manager
P.O. Box 53018, Medford, MA 02155
617 627 3090 FAX 617 627 3910
daily@tuftsdaily.com

Correction
Yesterday’s article “Nakeisha Jones earns fifth All-American honor in triple jump” misspelled the name of junior Nakeisha Jones.
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Op-Ed

Reflections on Israeli Peace Week

Elisha Sum | InQueery

Bye-bye
bisexuality

by Jack Irmas

“This is a republic of peace. We seek
peace, cooperation and friendship …
peace with our neighbours … and friendship with the great nations of the world.”
South African Prime Minister Verwoerd
made these remarks in celebration of
the nation’s fifth anniversary.
Who was Hendrik Frensch Verwoerd?
In September 1956, Verwoerd became
prime minister of South Africa. During
his tenure, he implemented such policies
as the Extension of University Education
Act, which made it illegal for non-whites
to attend South African universities.
Prime Minister Verwoerd also oversaw the
banning of the African National Congress
headed by Nelson Mandela, as well as
his eventual arrest that landed Mandela
in prison for the next 27 years of his life.
The words of Prime Minister Verwoerd
give us a telling example of how peaceful
rhetoric does not always align with government actions.
In an article about Israel Peace Week
on IsraelCampusBeat.com, Friends of
Israel Vice President Natalie Milstein, a
sophomore, was quoted saying that the
organization hopes to “provide the Tufts
community with an honest representation of Israel, its thriving democracy, and
efforts toward peace.” As Israeli leaders
and their supporters in America continue
to proclaim their efforts towards a peaceful settlement to the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, we must ask ourselves, do their
words align with their actions?
In November 2009, Israel issued a
temporary moratorium on building
its colonies in the West Bank, which
hold approximately 300,000 settlers in
contravention of international law. The
freeze did not stop the construction
of several thousand buildings and did
not extend to East Jerusalem, where
Palestinians hope to establish their
future capital. Settlement construction
has exploded over the past couple years,
with a whopping 60-percent increase in
settlement building in the area that the
Palestinian leadership and the international community hope will be the
future state of Palestine.
Also in 2009, during the Israeli incursion into Gaza in January, the Israeli military killed more than 1,300 Palestinians
— 773 of them civilians and 320 minors,
according to Israeli human rights orga-
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nization B’Tselem. The Israeli death toll
was 13 (including the four who were
killed by friendly fire) according to the
same source.
Since then, Gaza is still a virtual
prison, with the vast majority unable
to leave the strip for any purpose.
Furthermore, Israel prohibits many
items from reaching the people of Gaza.
Items such as toys, musical instruments
and supplies to rebuild Gaza after the
incursion that destroyed much of its
infrastructure are banned by Israel. The
government maintains this policy in
order to punish the entire population
for the actions of a few.
More recently, on Oct. 11, 2010,
Abdallah Abu Rahmah, leader of the
nonviolent demonstrations against the
Israeli separation wall that was built on
private Palestinian land, was sentenced
to 12 months in prison for incitement, or
“the attempt … to influence public opinion in the Area in a way that may disturb
the public peace.” The law, which effectively criminalizes the right to assembly,
truly illustrates the peace that Israel
desires: a peace in which Israel may steal
land and get away with it. Abu Rahmah
was released yesterday after being held
for four months.
These actions illustrate the type
of peace that Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu hopes for when
he proclaimed to the Conference of
Presidents of Major North American
Jewish Organizations in February that

“the people of Israel are committed
to peace.” As he spoke, Abu Rahmah,
termed a prisoner of conscience by
Amnesty International, sat in jail for
standing up against the theft of his
people’s farmland and sustenance.
While I understand that many in the
American Jewish community support
Israel based on fear stemming from
past injustices perpetrated against
us, we cannot allow this to justify further injustices perpetrated against the
Palestinians. It is only when our actions
illustrate a true concern for Palestinian
rights that peace will be possible.
Instead of highlighting Israel’s achievements in order to deflect criticisms of
the actions listed above, I believe that
a more productive approach would be
to debate the merits of Israeli policy in
an open forum, so as to conclude which
party is the true obstacle to peace.
If you would like to know more about
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, I implore
you to come to the Norman Finkelstein
lecture tonight in Cabot Auditorium
at 7 p.m. Dr. Finkelstein, the son of
Holocaust survivors, is an outspoken
critic of Israeli policy, and will explain
how we as Americans are complicit in
these gross violations of human rights.
Jack Irmas is a senior majoring in Middle
Eastern studies. He is the president of the
Tufts chapter of Students for Justice in
Palestine.

A time for outrage
by Vijay Saraswat

There’s a joke that goes something like
this: “A CEO, a Tea Partier and a union member are sitting in a room. Someone brings in
a plate full of cookies. The CEO grabs all but
one of them, looks at the Tea Partier and says:
‘You better watch out, he’s trying to take your
cookie.’” As much one may want to chuckle,
the kernel of truth hidden in this jest has now
become too outrageous to bear.
Whether or not Republican state senators in Wisconsin technically violated the
law when they rammed through Wisconsin
Gov. Scott Walker’s Budget Adjustment Bill
is irrelevant. What should be obvious to
us, the people, is that the modern-day
GOP cares nothing about jobs, workers’
rights or the working-class Americans
who have been suffering quietly for years.
Republicans of today hold aloft Ronald
Reagan as their hero and savior, the divine
light of his fictional “city on a hill” illuminating the same wrinkles and laugh lines
that were undoubtedly contorted into
a sneer as he broke the Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization in 1981.
That mythical city of peace and plenty is
reserved for an upper-crust elite perhaps
best represented by the Koch brothers,
Charles G. and David H. Koch, the billionaire Republican kingmakers who have positioned themselves to gain the most from
the destruction of private-sector worker’s
rights and the privatization initiatives buried in the legalese of Gov. Walker’s bill. This
assault on public sector workers comes

after years and years of diminishing returns
for private sector workers whose hours
have increased as wages have stagnated in
real terms — and all the while the disparity
between worker and CEO pay has, overall,
increased staggeringly. This wage gap widened in the 1980s under Reagan’s auspices
and has continued to this day at an everaccelerating pace. And the GOP has stoked
the rage of working-class Americans who
have, by design, turned against their compatriots in the public sector while remaining ignorant of the larger picture.
Though the Tea Party is unable — or
unwilling — to see the forest through the
trees, the onus is on us to hold those in
power accountable. President Obama did
us all a disservice when he led the charge to
cave in to Republican pressure and extend
tax cuts to top earners last year. And while
Republican efforts at the national level
have fallen just short of control of both
houses of Congress, the damage they can
do at the state level is now clear for all to
see. Their motivations are laid bare in the
unguarded moments — Majority Leader
Sen. Scott Fitzgerald (R-Dist. 13) stated
on Fox News that destroying the unions
would make President Obama’s reelection
prospects in Wisconsin more difficult and
Walker himself rushed to answer a prank
call by someone posing as David Koch. Yet
rarely does the mainstream media call out
this level of political cynicism for what it is.
Massive, grassroots protests by pro-union
Americans are routinely contrasted with
feeble, astroturfed campaigns by Americans

for Prosperity and other Koch-funded organizations, which are given equal coverage,
equal weight and equal legitimacy as the
voice of the people. Thousands upon thousands of voices were ignored outright by
a handful of Republican ideologues who
sneered knowingly as they pushed through
a “budget saving” bill stripped of all spending powers — a naked attack on collective bargaining bankrolled by a privileged
few. Democracy is better embodied by the
raised voices of outraged masses than by
backroom wheeling and dealing in policebarricaded legislative chambers.
Now is the time for true Democratic
outrage. A recall effort is already under
way targeting those Wisconsin senators who, whether by action or inaction,
allowed this travesty to pass. Through
grassroots — or Netroots — efforts, we as a
nation have a chance to push back against
the destructive, despicable cynicism that
has fueled these attacks on 50 years of
progressive labor rights. The thousands
protesting in Madison were not just public
employees and their families; they were
the private sector workers whose children
were taught by Wisconsin schoolteachers
and whose homes were safeguarded by
Wisconsin firefighters and police officers.
We all have a stake in what has happened
and in what may come next should we fail
to be outraged.
Vijay Saraswat is a junior majoring in
international relations.

esearchers in Toronto, Canada, published a study in 2005, reporting
that bisexual males have homosexual tendencies and concludes that,
“indeed, with respect to sexual arousal and
attraction, it remains to be shown that male
bisexuality exists.” In pop culture, the gay
character Blaine from “Glee” confirmed this
finding in the “Blame It on the Alcohol”
episode when he took a dip in the mythic
pool of bisexuality and came out as gay
again. Additionally, another gay character,
Kurt, angrily reacting to Blaine’s exploration
of his sexuality, denies the very existence of
bisexuality in the same episode.
This speaks directly to the erasure of bisexuality that occurs as a result of biphobia. First
of all, the popular conception of sexuality
excludes bisexuality as a stable identity, considering it as only a passing phase riddled with
confusion on the illustrious path to queerdom. A lot of people, whether queer or not,
view individuals identifying as bisexual as
experimenting or most likely just not ready to
fully accept their homosexuality. This creates
unwarranted pressure on bisexuals to choose
a sexuality within the binary parameters of
homo- or heterosexual. Although people have
certainly gone through “phases,” that does not
negate the fact that bisexuality exists.
This issue of visibility also has another
factor: Bisexuality isn’t legible on the body; it
only comes into existence if a person actively
comes out as such. But even then, the myths
surrounding the identity cast doubt on an
individual’s self-identification as bisexual.
The binary notion that plagues gender and
sexuality, which allows us to assume femme
guys are gay and butch women are lesbians,
functions here to prevent the interpretation
of someone as bisexual because no observable markers are associated with bisexuality.
We assess people’s appearance and behavior
through a lens that conceives of only male or
female and gay or straight; thus, an identity
like bisexual never enters into the imagination as a potential identity.
Biphobia not only results in erasure of
bisexuality but also in harmful stereotypes.
The flaming diatribes against bisexuals have
often revolved around accusations of greed,
opportunism and inauthenticity, as Kirsten
Marthe Lentz notes in her article “Chameleon,
Vampire, Rich Slut.” The mythic story of bisexuality characterizes them as sexual gluttons
unsatisfied with just one sex and having an
excessive sexual appetite.
And because of their attraction to both
sexes, they are often thought of as promiscuous and hedonistic. Lastly, in relation to the
erasure of the identity and its characterization
as ephemeral and a phase, bisexuals have to
deal with being thought of as liars, as if they
are just lesbians and gays in denial.
Unlike homophobia, which is most frequent among heterosexuals, biphobia, in
a similar fashion to transphobia, manifests
markedly even within the LGBT crowd. A
major contention among lesbians and gays
against bisexuals involves the idea of passing. There is a resentment that arises because
bisexuals, if they choose to be silent, appear
relatively normal in gender expression, dating
someone of the opposite sex and leading the
critically acclaimed heterosexual lifestyle.
There is also a sense that bisexuals have
it easier, and if not, they can choose to
have it easier. Some queer peoples may
consider the choice to engage in oppositesex relations on the part of bisexuals as
a form of treachery. And this then leads
to another way bisexuality becomes invisible — through monosexist assumptions
that presume same-sex couples are gay and
opposite-sex couples are heterosexual.
But we need to move beyond these tired
stereotypes and confront our own biphobia. The binary between homo- and heterosexuality has done so much harm already to
queer peoples that we can’t continue to be
complicit in deploying a limited notion of
sexuality and identity.

Elisha Sum is a senior majoring in English
and French. He can be reached at Elisha.
Sum@tufts.edu.
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publication; authors must submit their telephone numbers and day-of availability for editing questions. Submissions may not be published elsewhere prior to their appearance in the Daily, including but not limited to other on- and
off-campus newspapers, magazines, blogs and online news websites, as well as Facebook. Republishing of the same piece in a different source is permissible as long as the Daily is credited with originally running the article.
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Why
we love
March
Madness

T

he sports world is in turmoil; that
much is certain. Cappie Pondexter
is busy being an insensitive idiot on
Twitter, the NFL is officially locked
out and I’m now unable to embark on a
light jog in the nude.
The one upside? March Madness is
finally here.
The announcement of the bracket
symbolically lifts us from the depressing doldrums of winter into the vibrancy
of spring. It’s my yellow brick road. The
NCAA Tournament is my Land of Oz.
March Madness isn’t about glorious
metaphors or flowering imagery. The literary can eulogize the spectacle with farreaching comparisons about the meaning of life, but the NCAA Tournament is
grounded in realism.
And that’s what makes it so amazing: not
the larger-than-life game-winners or the
eternal blasting of “One Shining Moment,”
but the fact that March Madness appeals
to everyone. And I mean everyone.
It’s the only sporting event in which my
mother gets invested, even if it’s just to
check out the “cuties on the blue team.”
To that end, filling out brackets transcends all manners of social boundaries.
In the (semi-doctored) words of coach
Herman Boone, “I don’t care if you’re
black, green, blue, white or orange, but
when you fill out that bracket, everyone
has the same chance at glory.”
At face value, we have the bracket
pools, which seem to unite co-workers
and peers alike under the common mantra of competition, even if the speed at
which the tournament operates seems
to dissuade trash-talking, because one’s
hopes at winning can be zapped instantaneously. It takes little skill to copy team
names into blanks (read: my mother) and
even less to accept an envelope containing cash rewards.
I guess it’s akin to a cult in some ways,
except a cult likely consists of an excluded minority. Once again, if my mother
likes — or even knows about — something sports-related, I’m going to go
ahead and assume that everyone does.
One could describe March Madness as
a fad, except fads are ephemeral. Given
college basketball’s amateur status and
the general mania that exists from the
opening tip-off to the final snip of the
scissors, the tournament isn’t disappearing anytime soon, especially in the face
of one of the most depressing sports
years in recent memory.
Perhaps we like the NCAA Tournament
so much because it’s so quintessentially
American, the epitome of the workingclass ideal, which gives it so much crosscultural appeal. George Mason’s legendary run in 2006 didn’t just ruin brackets
and provide a beacon of light for college
basketball’s mid-majors; it embodied the
spirit and the capabilities of the American
underdog. We long to rise from nothing
and succeed.
We invest ourselves emotionally in the
fates of the mid-major Richmonds and
Oaklands of the world in the hopes that
David can topple Goliath. If No. 16 seed
Boston University beats No. 1 Kansas on
Friday, it would be one of the most uplifting moments in sports history. In the end,
life goes on, far beyond a relatively meaningless outcome on the court.
But sometimes we need a departure
from the monotony of college, from the
daily grind or real-world angst. And that’s
the beauty of the NCAA Tournament: The
madness is simultaneously engulfing and
intoxicating. It makes it socially acceptable to eschew homework to fill out a
bracket, to have a laptop open during
class with one eye on the 5-12 matchup
and the other on the professor.
March Madness turns us all into
screaming children, which ultimately isn’t
such a bad thing. In fact, it’s something
we occasionally need. All of us.
Alex Prewitt is a junior majoring in English
and religion. He can be reached on his blog
at http://livefrommudville.blogspot.com.
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Men’s Tennis

Jumbos look to regain top form this season
by Jesse

Weinberg

Senior Staff Writer

Last year, the men’s tennis team endured
a difficult finish, barely missing the NESCAC
Championships when it finished in seventh
place with a 7-8 record (3-5 NESCAC). This
year, the Jumbos are determined to get over
the hump and make it to the postseason
with the help of some young talent and a
spring break training trip.
“Our goal remains the same, and that’s
to get to the NESCAC tournament, which
means finishing in the top six,” senior cocaptain Paul Kohnstamm said. “In addition to that, we would like to get a national
ranking. My first three seasons, we had a
national ranking at some point. Last year,
we fell out so we want to get back into the
top 30 [national rankings].”
The Jumbos will be under new leadership
this season, as interim coach Jim Watson,
who coached the team from 1981-2004,
takes back the reins from Doug Eng, who
was at the helm for the last five seasons.
Watson’s coaching style has already
rubbed off on the team.
“We have a lot of respect for Coach
Watson,” junior co-captain Morrie Bossen
said. “I feel like we are working really hard in
practice under him, and hopefully that hard
work can translate to greater match success
than we have had in the past few years.”
After losing last year’s top players Jake
Fountain (LA ’10) and Andrew Rosen (LA
’10), Tufts will rely on some new freshman
talent, which was on display during the
short fall season when the team won all four
of its matches.
These young players include freshmen
Austin Blau and Pat Monaghan, who both
played their way onto the starting singles
ladder in the fall.
“We think that Pat Monaghan and Austin
Blau are going to step right in and be contributing starters,” Kohnstamm said. “Of the
top seven singles players, six are freshmen,
sophomores or juniors — we definitely have
a young team.”
Even with the loss of Fountain and
Rosen, the team boasts many returning
starters who have improved with the extra
year of seasoning, such as standout sophomore Andrew Lutz. Lutz last year played
at the No. 6 position, but this fall showed
his potential playing at No. 1 singles. At the
ITA Div. III Regional Championships, he
defeated MIT’s No. 1 singles player, sophomore Larry Pang.
In doubles, junior Kai Victoria will be
paired with Lutz at the No. 1 slot. In the
other doubles spots, Kohnstamm will team
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Sophomore Andrew Lutz will start the season making a big jump in the ladder, up to No.
1 singles for the Jumbos.
up with Monaghan, while the final doubles
spot will either be sophomore Ben Barad
and junior Sam Laber or Bossen and sophomore Mark Westerfield.
During spring break, the team will take a
training trip to Miami. The Jumbos will play
matches against Div. II national champions
Barry University, Palm Beach Atlantic and
the University of St. Thomas. The NESCAC
schedule will start up Mar. 31 on the road at

Conn. College, and the team’s first conference home game will be a toughie — an April
17 matchup with perennial power Amherst.
“The spring break trip prepares [us] for
the rigors of the season in April,” Bossen
said. “We are going to be practicing the days
we don’t have matches, so it’s a good prep
for the season because when we get back to
Tufts … we play the rest of our matches in
the span of one month.”

Beinecke, Lieman-Sifry likely to take over middle infield
CHANGES

continued from page 12

Jumbos, the quest to fill Sullivan’s
role on the team begins. Defensively,
Milligan is likely to go with either
junior Mira Lieman-Sifry, who played
third base much of last season but
has experience playing shortstop, or
Beinecke, who manned second base
but also played shortstop for two years
in high school.
Lieman-Sifry would appear to be
the simpler player to convert, having
logged innings both behind the plate
and at the hot corner in 2010 — two
positions that require consistently long
and accurate throws. Beinecke, on the
other hand, may have become more
accustomed to the shorter throws over
to first from a season at second base.
“We are very similar players,”
Beinecke said of herself and LeimanSifry as a double-play tandem. “I think
Mira is one of the most fundamentally
sound players on this team, and she is
very easy to work with. We both know
the [second base and shortstop positions] well, and the chemistry is definitely there.”
Both Lieman-Sifry and Beinecke were
strong defensively this past season, compiling fielding percentages of .953 and
.958, respectively, but understand that it
takes a lot to play at the level that Sullivan
did in her final years on the Hill.
Offensively, the fix may not be quite as
simple for the Jumbos. Sullivan — along
with classmate Stephanie Tong (LA ’10)
— hit 14 of the team’s 22 home runs

last season. Add in the four dingers last
season off the bat of junior catcher Julia
Silberman, who will not play this season,
and there is undoubtedly the potential
for a power outage in Medford.
While Beinecke impressed offensively
in her freshman year, leading the team
in batting average (.467), RBI (30) and
on-base percentage (.487), she managed only two home runs, a far cry from
Sullivan’s 10. This was evident in her
slugging percentage, which was more
than 200 points below Sullivan’s.
“I’ve always just focused on being a
contact hitter since I was six or seven
and playing baseball,” Beinecke said.
“It’s great to consider yourself a slugger,
and I did work a bit more on my upper
body this off-season, but I’m mainly
focused on improving my skills whatever way possible.”
Milligan is confident in the ability of
this year’s hitters to still generate runs.
“We definitely still […] have some big
hitters,” Milligan said. “I think we will
do just fine in that category.”
Milligan has a history of creating
power hitters out of seemingly nowhere,
most recently working her magic with
Tong. As a senior entering last season, Tong had not made a single plate
appearance since her freshman year
and did not go deep as a rookie. But
after moving from the mound to the outfield as a senior, she found her groove,
pounding four long balls, including a
game-winning two-run shot that just
cleared the fence in a key matchup with
NESCAC East rival Trinity.

“We play on a little bit of a smaller
field, so it will be interesting to see if
surprise people come out and start
hitting home runs like Stephanie Tong
did last year,” senior co-captain pitcher
Izzie Santone said. “That’s always fun to
see, but I don’t think it’s exactly what we
need. What we need is more execution
of plays and strategies.”
The Jumbos will also benefit from
a strong incoming class that includes
junior third baseman Katherine
Darveau — a likely potential replacement for Lieman-Sifry at the hot corner — and freshmen catchers Jo Clair
and Chrissie Massrey, Silberman’s likely
replacements behind the plate. Clair
definitely has the ability to bring some
power into the lineup.
“The freshmen class is extremely talented, and that makes me very happy,”
Santone said. “We have strong players
behind the plate, Katherine Darveau
— our junior rookie — has been doing
very well at third base, and we have a
couple positions in the outfield that are
filled in for the first time in a while.”
In four days, the Jumbos will take the
field without Sullivan for the first time
in four years. But they are confident that
they are every bit as good, if not better,
than the team they were 10 months ago.
“Overall, everyone is on a very even
level this year,” Beinecke said. “We
have an especially strong core, and
every player on the team is just as
talented as the next. It’s tough to fill
Casey’s shoes, but this team is a lot
stronger player to player.”
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Housing
1 Bedroom Apartment
Gorgeous 1 Bed Apartment.
2 Blocks to Tufts, Large Sunny
Rooms, New Bathroom & Kitchen,
Refinished Hardwood Floor, Huge
Thermal Pane Designer Windows.
Off Street Parking available
09/01/11. Amazing Apartment No
Fees. $1,000.
Contact (781) 396-4675

Housing
UPLAND RD, 1 BLOCK FROM
CAMPUS
All renovated: e-in kitchen with d/w,
modern c.t. bath, hardwood floors,
new windows, efficient heating by
gas, coin-op w/d, front/rear porches,
parking for 3 cars. No pets. Rent is
$680/person, without utilities. First,
last and partial security deposit
required. Call Nick 617-230-0215 or
email nickkondilis@yahoo.com
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Wanted

-

$$ SPERM DONORS WANTED $$
Become a California Cryobank
donor and earn up to $1,200/
month, receive free health and
infectious disease testing, and
help people fulfill their dreams
of starting a family. Convenient
Cambridge location. Apply online:
SPERMBANK.com

-

-

classifieds policy All Tufts students must submit classifieds in person, prepaid with check, money order or exact cash only.
All classifieds submitted by mail must be accompanied by a check. Classifieds are $15 per week or $4 per day with Tufts ID or $30
per week or $8 per day without. The Tufts Daily is not liable for any damages due to typographical errors or misprintings except
the cost of the insertion, which is fully refundable. We reserve the right to refuse to print any classifieds which contain obscenity,
are of an overly sexual nature or are used expressly to denigrate a person or group. Questions? Email business@tuftsdaily.com.

Spring break brings fresh competition
SOFTBALL

continued from page 12

talented sophomore class that could fuel
an even higher NESCAC finish.
In addition to Beinecke, then-freshmen pitchers Aly Moskowitz and Rebecca
DiBiase provided stability in an otherwise shaky rotation last season, pitching
for a combined 12-5 record and posting
individual ERAs of 3.00 or lower. Coach
Cheryl Milligan, who boasts an impressive
176-67 career mark in six seasons with the
program, has the experience to lead the
Jumbos to a late-season run.
While the Jumbos are sure to get solid
contribution from Beinecke, Moskowitz
and DiBiase, another critical factor will
be the effectiveness of senior co-captain
pitcher Izzie Santone. In her sophomore
season, Santone was dominant, leading
that year’s team to the NCAA Tournament.
But Santone came back to earth last sea-

son, posting an 8-6 record and 3.41 ERA.
As the only senior on the pitching staff,
Santone will take on a leadership role
this season. If she is able to return to her
outstanding sophomore form, the Jumbos
might be looking at one of their best rotations in years.
All in all, the pieces seem to be in
place for a successful season. There is
no shortage of talent, yet what remains
to be seen is how well the Jumbos will
mesh on the field. With five new incoming freshmen, some growing pains are
to be expected. But the team is staying
optimistic.
“Our chemistry is better than I could
have ever expected,” DiBiase said. “I’m
sure the initial transition to the outdoor
games will be tough, but we have five great
new personalities and everyone can’t wait
to get this thing started. I’m confident that
this group is going to be special.”
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Defending National Champion Julia Browne will look to preserve her title this season, but
she lost numerous matches in the fall.

Five freshmen added to talented roster
WOMEN’S TENNIS

continued from page 12

hadn’t played many matches, but
once the spring season starts, we’ll
get into the match mindset and get
more focused. A lot of the games were
close so we need to work to turn those
games around.”
The Jumbos will look to continue momentum from the fall season,
which included an 8-1 win over MIT.
In that match, Browne was the only
Jumbo to lose, falling to first-year
Lauren Quisenberry in three sets.
Spring break brings four matches
against unfamiliar teams for the Jumbos,

three of which are ranked in the top 10
of Div. III schools. Tufts starts off the
season against Sewanee on March 22
at home and then heads to Atlanta to
play No. 9 Washington and Lee, No. 4
University of Chicago and No. 2 Emory.
In the past four years, Tufts has not
faced any of these non-conference
teams, and the team is looking forward
to seeing how they match up against the
new competition.
“It will be great to see competition from around the country and
get some matches in against teams
we don’t normally get the chance to
play,” Stewart said.
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Sophomore Aly Moskowitz and other pitchers seek to anchor a young team this season.
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Possible bracket combinations for the NCAA’s new 68-team
men’s basketball tournament format. But, don’t worry, a
lot of those drop out once you convince yourself that, no,
this isn’t the year a No. 16 seed finally knocks off a No. 1.
Otherwise, you’d better have a method to the madness,
because even at one minute per bracket, it’d take you about
280 trillion years to account for them all.

53

Consecutive double-doubles for Kevin Love of the Minnesota Timberwolves, until last night’s game against the
Golden State Warriors. Love, who averages 20.7 points and
15.7 rebounds per game, was held to just six points and 12
rebounds in a blowout loss to the lowly Warriors. The Timberwolves, meanwhile, dropped to 17-51 on the year, and
are 26.5 games behind first place in the Northwest division.

37-8 1/2

Feet jumped by junior Nakeisha Jones in the triple jump
this weekend at the Div. III NCAA Women’s Track and Field
Championships. The jump was good for sixth place, earning
Jones her fifth All-American honors, one for every indoor and
outdoor season of her collegiate track career. Jones added the
sixth-place medal to an already impressive history of four topfive finishes at the national level in the triple jump.

27

Goals scored by the Tufts’ men’s and women’s lacrosse teams
against Amherst on Saturday. In their season opener, the men
came away with a 13-9 victory, while the women had a closer
match, but still managed to pull out the win with 14-13. Both
teams’ success came heavily from big scorers, with junior Sean
Kirwan adding six goals to the scoreboard for Tufts, while
freshman Gabby Horner contributed five of her own on the
women’s side.

1.7
Seconds remaining when St. John’s senior Justin Brownlee
chucked the ball into the crowd in the Red Storm’s secondround Big East Tournament game against Rutgers. The Scarlet
Knights, trailing 65-63, should have been given one last
chance to score, but the referees signaled the game over and
left the court. St. John’s reached the Big East quarterfinals
and now has a No. 6 seed in the NCAA bracket.
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Goals scored in last weekend’s Tufts lacrosse matches by
players who hail from New Jersey. Freshman Gabby Horner
netted five goals for the women in their 14-13 win over Amherst. Junior Sean Kirwan, repping Boonton Township, tallied
six for the men, as they held off the Lord Jeffs 13-9. Kirwan
was also named the NESCAC Player of the Week.
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Jumbos head south to kick off 2011 season

Jumbo changes:
Team looks to fill
Sullivan’s place

by

Zachey Kliger

Daily Staff Writer

After missing the NCAA Tournament
last year, the softball team is eager to earn
an invitation to the Big Dance this time
around. The Jumbos hope to start strong
when they travel down to Clermont, Fla.
for the annual NTC Spring Games during
spring break.
The team been confined to Cousens
Gym for the past six weeks, and the Jumbos
say they are thrilled to finally get back to
playing outside.
“It’s been really frustrating playing
indoors,” said sophomore second baseman Emily Beinecke. “The surface is different, the atmosphere is different — it’s
just not the same.”
Coming off an astonishing freshman
year in which she led the team in batting
average (0.467) and was named to the
National Fastpitch Coaches Association
All-New England Region First Team,
Beinecke is as eager as anyone to start
playing outdoors. However, when a player
enjoys the type of success Beinecke did in
her first year, concerns of a sophomore
slump always rise to the surface.
“I try not to think about it because those
kinds of things are all mental,” Beinecke
said. “You have to focus more on the big
picture. Regardless of how I’m doing, the
team’s success is what matters at the end
of the day.”
But the spotlight this season will not
solely be on the stud sophomore. The
expectations for the entire team are incredibly high, after the team compiled a 22-13
record last year — not to mention a 10-2
mark against NESCAC opponents. This
year’s squad is filled with an all-around

by

Ethan Sturm

Daily Editorial Board

With just four days remaining until
the softball team opens its season in
Clermont, Fla. against Plymouth State,
the lineup is still not set in stone. The
Jumbos continue to search for the right
plug to fill the gaping hole left by the
graduation of shortstop Casey Sullivan
(LA ’10) at the end of last season.
“We definitely have a lot of changes,”
coach Cheryl Milligan said. “Right now,
I am thinking the only person we have
in the same spot full-time is [junior cocaptain infielder] Lena [Cantone].”
Sullivan was a two-time AllAmerican, including Second Team
honors in her senior year. She hit
0.425 in her final year at Tufts and finished her career as the all-time program leader in runs scored, second
in runs batted in and total bases, and
third in home runs.
She did this all while simultaneously
excelling at the toughest position in
softball: shortstop. As a senior, Sullivan
made only one error in 23 regional games. She finished overall with a
0.975 fielding percentage, the best in
the NESCAC among shortstops.
“Casey was kind of the star of the
team last year, and the numbers she
put up are almost irreplaceable from
any one person,” sophomore Emily
Beinecke said.
As the season kicks off for the
Daily File Photo

see SOFTBALL, page 11

Sophomore Emily Beinecke hopes to repeat her gaudy freshman season for the Jumbos.

Women’s Tennis

Team to improve upon record;
Browne to defend national title
by

Ann Sloan

Daily Editorial Board

The No. 10 Jumbos head
into the spring season with 13
players on their roster, including five freshmen, the biggest
team in recent years.
“With so many players on
the team this year, our depth
is incredibly good, and it will
be a driving force this season,”
senior tri-captain Edwina
Stewart said. “I would feel
confident in every one of my
teammates to go out there and
play for us.”
The team is looking to
improve on last year’s 15-7
record, which left them in third
place in the NESCAC behind
rivals No. 1 Williams and No.
2 Amherst. The team’s only
two conference losses came
against the Ephs and the Lord
Jeffs.
The Jumbos will be forced
to adjust to playing outdoors
in the next few of weeks as the
weather gets warmer and the
last remnants of snow melt

Having trouble figuring out your
NCAA bracket? Tune in to the
Daily Sports Department’s March
Madness podcast, featuring
expert analysis from sports editors
Alex Prewitt and Ethan Sturm at
blogs.tuftsdaily.com/thescore.

off the tennis courts, following an offseason filled with
indoor practices and strength
and conditioning workouts.
“We’ve been working really
hard during our off-season and
during these first few weeks
back,” senior tri-captain Julia
Browne said. “We came really
close last year to making it to
the quarterfinals of nationals.
Our goal is always to win the
national championships.”
As the reigning NCAA singles champion and two-time
defending NESCAC Player
of the Year, Browne holds
an unparalleled role on this
team. Browne will set out to
defend her singles title, but
must also find a new doubles
partner after the graduation
of Meghan McCooey (LA ’10),
with whom Browne captured
two straight ITA Small College
National Championships.
McCooey has remained with
the team as a volunteer assistant at practices and Browne
has welcomed her former partner’s presence.
“It’s always hard when you
lose someone like [Meghan],”
she said. “You can never
replace her. … It’s kind of like
she’s still on the team but just
isn’t able to compete in the
matches. She’s such a great
impact and will always be a
part of this team.”
This deep team has experimented with different doubles
combinations in the wake of
McCooey’s departure.

“This year, because we have
the biggest team that we’ve
had so far … it’s actually kind
of exciting that there are so
many different [doubles]
combinations,” Browne said.
“Coming up with the three best
teams that will give us the best
chance to win the majority of
doubles matches will be the
most important thing for us to
get our momentum started.”
Freshman Shelci Bowman,
Browne’s doubles partner in
the fall and potential partner in the spring, has worked
hard to fill the void created
by McCooey’s departure. In a
6-2 team loss on Oct. 9 versus
Williams, Bowman and Browne
showed off their teamwork by
grabbing a close 8-6 win at No.
1 doubles. The only other win
for the Jumbos unsurprisingly
came from Browne at No. 1
singles in two quick sets where
she gave up just one game
to her opponent, Ephs junior
Kristin Alotta.
The Jumbos have not had a
team win against the Ephs in
the past few seasons, but they
hope that this could be their
year to knock off the NESCAC
titans.
“With teams that are really
deep like Williams, you have
to keep working hard and getting more match experience,”
sophomore Lindsay Katz,
the 2010 NESCAC Rookie of
the Year, said. “In the fall, we
see WOMEN’S TENNIS, page 11
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Kirwan named NESCAC Player of the Week

Oliver Porter/Tufts Daily

Junior Sean Kirwan — who topped the NESCAC with 49 goals last
season — was rewarded on Monday with the first NESCAC Player of
the Week distinction of the 2011 season. The six goals Kirwan scored
in Saturday’s season-opening 13-9 win over Amherst make for the
second-highest single-game total of his career, one goal shy of his
personal record, set against Endicott last May. The Player of the Week
honor is the first of Kirwan’s career and marks the second consecutive
accolade for Tufts, dating back to last May when Eytan Saperstein (LA
‘10) took home the award shortly before graduation.

